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why red poppies?



colour code  
for mapping



colour + emotion

• analysis of biological foundations of a colour:emotion link point to universal 
(cross cultural) similarities

• eg. hypothesized link between long wavelength colours (eg. red, yellow) & 
arousal vs short wavelength colours (eg. blue, green)

• hypotheses about evolutionary origins

• some studies explore, from a communication design perspective (eg. website 
or logo design), impact of colours (plus hue, brightness, saturation etc) on 
general reactions of users, and on perceived trust, quality etc.

• some studies look at systematic differences in colour preferences, meanings, 
and perceived colour complementarities across cultures



basic colour theory

http://coschedule.com/blog/color-psychology-marketing/



contrast & colour

http://coschedule.com/blog/color-psychology-marketing/



opposites complement

Opposite colours on the colour wheel lack that colour which is its opposite

http://coschedule.com/blog/color-psychology-marketing/



three colours



harmony & readability
Colours near each on the 
colour wheel: harmony but not 
stark differentiation so may 
also need a complementary 
colour

a colour schematic that uses 
one colour and some tints, 
shades, tones. A 
complementary colour might 
also be deployed for 
readability

http://coschedule.com/blog/color-psychology-marketing/



complicated schemes

http://coschedule.com/blog/color-psychology-marketing/



emotion 
& colour

http://coschedule.com/blog/color-psychology-marketing/



attributes & 
colour associations

http://www.joehallock.com/edu/COM498/associations.html



http://coschedule.com/blog/color-psychology-marketing/



testing

• colour choices in various designed communications can be fairly 
easily varied, with several options tested

• prototyping, mock-ups etc

• A/B testing is common in digital media etc: two good options 
can be tested, sometimes using 3rd party platforms for that 
purpose, to see which is most effect in engaging users

• the context in which content will be viewed has a big impact on 
optimal colour choices (eg posted to Facebook, which is blue 
dominant, should have complementary colours like orange)







PANTONE leads colour 
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colour & culture



global vs localisation

• if colour preferences are common across cultures then products and 
communication interfaces can be standardized for multinational enterprises, 
assuring a common ‘look’, brand personality

• if cultural preferences vary greatly (the ‘cultural relativism’ perspective) then 
localization strategies might be required

• Madden et al (2000) found both universal elements with colour preference and 
culture-specific differences; the latter mostly with colour associations (with a 
social meaning etc) and re colour combinations.



David McCandless, http://www.informationisbeautiful.net

http://www.informationisbeautiful.net


cultures 
of 

colours



colour preferences

• red & yellow association with appetite

• cooler colours such as blues & greens generally elicit more favourable 
reactions though than such warm colours in branding

• eg. Lichtle (2007): blue associated with ‘wealth, trust, security’, & universally 
liked, and orange with ‘cheapness’ under some conditions

• orange, for instance, is associated with flesh, warmth hearth (fire) etc: 
approachable, informal in a positive fashion; too ‘accessible’ in negative

• green, positive association with nature but can also suggest mould, rot, in 
negative contexts



not just about colour

• controlled tests of reactions to particular colours & combinations often do 
not capture many aspects of culturally-patterned differences in tastes

• often pattern, patina, sheen etc are substantially different

• particular cultures may also be in different phases of fashion cycles re use of 
colours, especially in slower moving fields as such furniture and other interior 
decoration



sample study

• Cyr, Head, Larios (2010) of colours used in a common website design

• Japanese, Canadian, German participants

• participants of all cultures responded negatively to a yellow version

• grey scheme attracted more Canadian positive reactions than from Japanese 
especially, but also Germans

• blue won high levels of trust from Canadians and Germans, but effect was 
somewhat weaker with Japanese

• authors had wrongly hypothesized that yellow would be the most positive 
colour for Japanese



Aslam (2006) summary

Table 1. The cross-cultural spectrum of meanings and associations of colour in marketing

Colour

Country–Culture cluster

Anglo-Saxon Germanic Latin Nordic Slavic Chinese Japanese Korean ASEAN

White Purity – – – – Death Death Death Death
Happiness – – – – Mourning Mourning Mourning Mourning

Blue High quality Warm – Cold – High quality High quality High quality Cold
Corporate Feminine – Masculine – Trustworthy Trustworthy Trustworthy Evil
Masculine – – – – – – – (Malaysia)

Green Envy – Envy – – Pure Love Pure Danger
Good taste – – – – Reliable Happy Adventure Disease
– – – – – – – – (Malaysia)

Yellow Happy Envy Envy – Envy Pure Envy Happiness –
Jealousy Jealousy Infidelity – – Good taste Good taste Good taste –
– – – – – Royal – – –
– – – – – Authority – – –

Red Masculine Fear Masculine Positive Fear Love Love Love –
Love Anger – – Anger Happiness Anger Adventure –
Lust Jealousy – – Jealousy Lucky Jealousy Good taste –
Fear – – – – – – – –
Anger – – – – – – – –

Purple Authority – – – Anger Expensive Expensive Expensive –
Power – – – Envy Love Sin Love –
– – – – Jealousy – Fear – –

Black Expensive Fear Fear – Fear Expensive Expensive Expensive –
Fear Anger Anger – Anger Powerful Powerful Powerful –
Grief Grief Grief – – – – – –

Multiple sources: Oyama et al. (1963, cited in Hupka et al., 1997), Kreitler and Kreitler (1972, cited in Grossman and Wisenblit, 1999), Ricks (1983), Jacobs et al.
(1991), Schmitt (1995), Hupka et al. (1997), Schiffman et al. (2001) and Neal et al. (2002). The country clusters are adapted from Ronen and Shenkar (1985). The
absence of any concrete reported research findings for particular cultural clusters are denoted by dashes.
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COLOR MEANING 

PARK AND GUERIN 

Figure 2 Figure 5 

Color Palette A Color Palette D 

Figure 3 Figure 6 

Color Palette B Color Palette E 

Figure 4 Figure 7 

Color Palette C Color Palette F 
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Park (2002) on 
color palette 

meaning & 
preferences in 
interior design

found meaningful 
differences across 
cultures

COLOR MEANING 

PARK AND GUERIN 

The integrated color palette is composed of 
vertical and horizontal lines and shapes 

representative of those that occur in interior environments. 

These studies indicate that there is a different interpretation 
of the meaning of color based on the subject’s culture. 
However, color meaning was studied as it related only to 
a single color, i.e. red, blue, yellow. Until the recent devel- 
opment of an instrument to study the meaning of color in 
interior environments based on color palettes (Guerin & 
Park, 1995), it has been difficult to comparatively study the 
cultural meaning of color palettes. 

Hypotheses 
The previous studies raise questions: Does the culture of a 
subject affect the cultural preference and meaning of color 
palettes for users of interior environments? If so, what are 
the implications for interior designers and the color palettes 
they use when designing for diverse cultures? From the 
literature review, these three hypotheses were developed. 

H 0 1 :  There is a significant difference 
in the meaning of interior color palettes 
among English, Korean, Japanese, and 
United States subjects. 

H 0 2 :  There is a significant difference 
in the meaning of color palettes between 
Eastern cultures (Korean and Japanese) 
and Western cultures (United States 
and English). 

H 0 3 :  There i; 2 significant difference 
in color palette preference among the 
four different cultures. 

Method 
The purpose of the study was to use Guerin and Parks’ 
integrated color palette to  identify differences in the 
meaning and preference of interior color palettes in four dif- 
ferent cultures. To collect data to explore this issue, slides 
of six interior color palettes were shown to subjects of 
four different cultures; English (N=115), Korean (N=103), 
Japanese (N=99), and United States (N=108) subjects. As 
the subjects viewed each palette, they completed a ques- 
tionnaire comprised of descriptor words. The subjects 
indicated the degree of presence of that description in each 
palette. 

Color Palette Instrument 
In a previous study (Guerin & Park, 1995), an integrated 
color palette was developed as an instrument to measure 
the meaning of color in the interior environment. The inte- 
grated color palette was a computer generated composition 
of color including hue, value, and chroma variations (see 
Figure 1). 

The integrated color palette is composed of vertical and 
horizontal lines and shapes representative of those that 
occur in interior environments. The proportion of the two- 
dimensional shapes or sections represents the different 
components in an interior. Large planes represent the walls, 
floor, and ceiling. Medium size planes represent furnishings 
and window treatments. The smallest planes represent 
accessories. The asymmetrically balanced arrangement of 
various sized rectangular shapes simulates the relation- 
ships of interior color contrast, overlapping, and adjacency. 
These relationships are held constant in all six color 
palettes to control for the effect of shape juxtaposition. 

Figure 1. Integrated Color Palette Format 
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traditional  
Japanese colours






























